One Day Get Away
Yin Yoga Mindfulness Meditation

Take time out
Are you time poor and don't want the guilt of
a whole weekend away?
Do you want to rejuvenate and relax at an
affordable price?
Do you want to rest and recharge your mind
and body so you can take a feeling of calm
and ease into the days and months following
the retreat?

Release & Balance
Stretch your body from head to toe in a gentle, slow
flow of Yin Yoga. Let tension melt away and
harmonize the yin meridian energy system. Explore
the five senses and breath for the ultimate
mind/body experience.
Morning Yoga session with a focus on the back of
the body with slow, safe, and nurturing postures.
The afternoon Yoga session will focus on the front
of the body, opening the heart center, twists for
digestion, and powerful grounding postures.

Explore & Focus
Explore mindfulness practices and learn
simple tools and techniques to manage stress
and exercise self-care.
Experience seated meditation to find your
calm center, develop self-awareness, and
improve mental focus and clarity.

Relax & Recharge
Lying down meditations will vary from
visualizations to body scans to feel grounded,
connected, and deeply relaxed.
Sound baths with Tibetan singing bowls, gongs and
ocean drum to promote healing, drift away, and
experience total bliss.

Full Day schedule
at Luxury Hotels in Clare,
Limerick & Galway
9.30am
10.00am
11.30am
12.30pm
1.15pm
1.45pm
2.45pm
4.15 pm
4.45pm
5.00pm

- Arrive and get settled.
- Yin Yoga 1 & Meditation
- Mindfulness workshop 1
- Lunch
- Seated Meditation
- Mindfulness Workshop 2
- Yin Yoga 2 & Sound Bath
- Q & A plus Refreshments
- Closing ceremony.
- Departure

Half Day schedule
Doonbeg Community Hall
9.30am
10.00am
11.30am
12.30pm
1.00pm
1.15pm
1.45pm
2.00 pm
2.30pm

- Arrive and get settled.
- Yin Yoga & Meditation
- Mindfulness workshop 1
- Lunch
- Seated Meditation
- Lying down Meditation
- Sound Bath
-Q&A
- Closing ceremony and departure

Meet your Teacher
Deirdre Fitzpatrick O'Reilly is the founder of Health and
Wellness company Better My Body and author of the best
selling book Surfing The Waves of Stress.
On arrival, Deirdre will take the time to greet you and talk
about your specific needs. She will see to it with the help of
her team that you are made to feel welcome, comfortable,
and have the best experience possible.
Deirdre makes the mindfulness workshops entertaining by
using personal stories to explain topics on Mindfulness. She
is down to earth, and you will feel so comfortable in her
presence. She has been teaching her Yogalates classes in
West Clare for 17 years and has 90% client retention partly
because shes a good teacher but mostly that she helps
people feel at ease, and that belonging and connection are
some her highest values.

email deirdre@bettermybody.ie
for upcoming retreat dates and
locations

